The object of this paper is to give a quick elementary proof of(i) the existence of the Steiner system S(5, 8,24), and (ii) the fact that its automorphism group is 5-transitive.
Since 211 -1 = 23.89, GF(211) contains an element, a, of multiplicative order 23, whose minimal polynomial over GF (2) has degree 11; in fact, it contains just 22 such elements. But x23-1 =(x-l)(x11+xs+x'+x~+X5+x+1)
x (Xl1 + x10 + X6 + x5 + x4 + x2 + l), so we may take (Y to be a root of f(x)=Fl+x9+X'+X~+X5+X+ 1 =o.
Let VI = GF(211), regarded as an 11-dimensional vector space over GF (2) , and form V = V, @ (71,). Define vi = 01~ + v, (i = O,..., 22). Since f(X) is irreducible over GF(2), {v. ,..., v 1o, v,} is a basis for V, and so for 11 < i < 22, we can write vi = CzEr, v,, for certain sets Xi _C X = (0 ,..., 10, w}. Moreover, the sets X, can very quickly be computed explicitly by calculating the powers of 01 in terms of the polynomial basis 1, a,..., oll" of GF(2n). Setting Y; = X,", we compute that Yi is the set of faces of the dodecahedron of Fig. 1 surrounding some fixed face fi .
DEFINITION.
Let C = {v. , vI ,..., v22 , v,> and let IM be the subgroup of GL(V) preserving C.
By construction, M contains the following subgroups:
(1) a Frobenius group of order 23.11, given by the semilinear transformations x -+ (xyp of GF(211), withy = a+, (T a field automorphism; (2) the symmetry group of the dodecahedron. Notation. For 11 < i & 22, set z$~ = zli, so that C = {vi, q' 1 i = 0 ,..., 10,~~). Set t = 10, and abbreviate uui , q' to i, i'. We single out the following elements of M.
(9 ez3 = (01 ... 22) = (0123456789t7'1'2'6'5'co'8'3't'0'9'4') of type 1.23, induced from the map x ---f x01 of GF(2u).
(ii) e,r of type 121 12, induced from the map x -x2 of GF(2ll).
(iii) e5 = (14780)(2t659)(lf4'7'8'0')(2't'6'5'9') of type 1454, induced from a rotation of the dodecahedron fixing faces 3 and CO.
(iv> e, = e5e23 = (15t79348)(27'3't'5'4'1'0)(0'2')(6'~~'8'9') of type 122.4B2.
(v) e3 of type 3*, induced from a rotation of the dodecahedron about a vertex.
(vi) e2 of type ls2*, induced from a reflection of the dodecahedron fixing two pairs of opposite faces (e.g., 13tco). Now, e23 and e3 imply that M is 2-transitive, and then err and es imply that M is 3-transitive; e3 , e5 , and es now give transitivity on 4-element sets, and then e5 and es (with the 4-element set of type 122) give transitivity on 5-element sets. Using e5 and e2 we convert this to 5-transitivity.
Finally, for Y L C, define Y to be an octad iff 1 Y 1 = 8 and CllEYy = 0. Since there are octads (e.g., 3'32569tco) any 5-element set, S, is contained in one. If S is contained in two distinct octads, 0, and 0, , say, then D = 0, + 0, (the symmetric difference) satisfies 0 < 1 D / < 6, CllEoy = 0. Some, and therefore any, 5-element set in C is linearly independent, so we may assume 1 D 1 = 6 and (01234) Further remarks. These methods can easily be extended to give further information about Mathieu groups. The main advantage seems to be that the methods require only a basic mathematical background, and little checking of details.
It should also be noted that the dodecahedron can be used to compute octads fairly quickly (although R. T. Curtis' amazing MOG is, of course, quicker). In order to use this method, note that the linear map V~ -+ er,' of V maps z+' --L vui , and so is in M. We call this the "duality map." Note also that for computational purposes the dodecahedron can be labeled arbitrarily.
To compute the octad containing five given points, compute the vector sum in V. If this is of form vi + vj + vk (i, j, k distinct), the three further points are clear. Otherwise, try to form the sum with some vi + vj (z' # j) to obtain some v~' (this being easily seen from the faces of the dodecahedron involved). If these both fail, apply the duality map and try again; this time it must succeed. In the computation below, weomit+signsandsetX=v,+v,+~~~+a,,+v,. If 0, l,..., t, co, 0', l',..., t', co' are replaced by 0, 1, 9, t, 3, 7, 5, m, 6, 4, 2, 8, 21, 16, 14, 20, 18, 17, 22, 15, 19, 11, 12, 13, in that order, then the usual labeling of the Steiner System is obtained; see [l] and [2] .
